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HOW DO WE KNOW
WHEN COURSES
ARE TOO LONG?
Time after time I've seen B courses and junior
courses that were far too long and far too difficult
So this month I've looked at how to assess the time
that newer orienteers spend on the map.
This is a way to view results, so this issue of The
Auckland Orienteer contains analyses of recent
events in the Auckland region using these criteria.
So now we can use event results to work out
whether we are asking too much of beginners. If
we send the typical beginner out on a 90 minute
odyssey, how can we expect them to enjoy it, and
to come back for more? In looking at event results
analysed in this way, we should look for the sore
thumbs that stick out. Who took far too long?

Winning Time is the right measure for
"A" grade courses only
"A" grade orienteers tend to be articulate and
voluble, and setters/controllers are usually "A"
grade orienteers. So self-levelling mechanisms
come into play to make sure that "A" grade courses
are the right length.
"A" grade orienteers know very well how hot it is in
the kitchen, so they don't go in there when they
feel like somewhere cooler.
The "A" grade is all about competing and winning,
so the Winning Time is an appropriate and
traditional measure to assess course lengths.
Therefore, course lengths for "A" grades are not my
concern. I'm concerned about "B" grades (senior
B, junior A); "C" grades (junior "B"); and what I'll call
"D" grades (youngsters, Kiwisport).

Winning Time is NOT the right measure
for "B", "C" or "D" grade courses
The winner of a senior "B" course will (let's face it)
often be a burglar who should be running "A".
At the other end of the field, the loser should
possibly be running a "C" course. We can't stop
him from running "B", and once he's out on a
course, there is little we can do to help.
The remainder of the field will be relative
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newcomers who need nurturing, encouragement
and looking after. They are the future of the sport.
Their times will be spread over a large range,
because of their fondness for making awful
mistakes.
Consequently, we should consider the MEDIAN
time when assessing the length of " B " grade
courses. She's the runner who is placed in the
middle of the field.
(The median is not the same as the average, which
would be unduly influenced by anyone who ran off
the map, for instance! The median is otherwise
known as the 50th percentile, which means they
are placed 50% down the field.)

Consider the slowest orienteers on the
shortest courses
Skipping down to the shortest courses, how about
the "D" grades - novice youngsters?
The Kiwisport lobby is VERY insistent that sports
for kids younger than 12 should be structured so
that no-one loses and everyone enjoys it. In the
Orienteering context, that means everybody
finishes, and no-one DNFs, gets hurt, gets lost, or
runs off the map. For the "D" grades we should
consider the LOSER, the kid who comes last.
But the minds of 10 year olds are unfathomable,
and there will be someone at every event who
stops to pick the flowers or climb trees.
Their anomalous results can be handled by the
common statistical expedient of ignoring the
extremes. We can do this by looking at the 90th
percentile • the runner who finishes 90% down the
field - instead of the 100th percentile, the one who
comes last.
Recent schools event results show that looking at
the 90th percentile cuts out the weird times, and
brings attention back to the main bunch of runners.
The "C" grade (Junior B or novice seniors) fits
between "B" and "D" on the 75th percentile, the
runner half-way between the median and the
slowest.
I'll also include another grade which I will call "A2".
This might cover recreational "A" grade orienteers;
or events with a restricted range of courses, like
promotional events; or schools events where noone is prepared to enter the "B" courses.
At a club event in the forest with only 5 courses,
this would be course 2, the medium/short "A"
course.
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Summarising the grades:

K-Swiss individual Champs, 4 th June

"A"

"A2" Sen A restricted 25th percentile

Just B/C/D grades with at least 5 entries:
Km No 1st 25% 50% 75% 90%

"B"

Sen B, jun A

Median (50th percentile)

W12A

2.5

7

35

37

46

53

55

"C"

Sen C, jun B

75th percentile

M12A

2.5

13

22

26

32

46

68

"D"

Kiwisport

90th percentile

W14A

4.1

12

45

57

64

99

142

M14A

4.1

9

44

56

57

80

85

W16A

3.8

9

36

48

50

60

64

M16A

5.9

15

46

48

54

63

73

Sen A open

Winner (1st percentile)

Take a look at some results:

Robinson Road, 22nd May, CMOC
km

No

1st

25% 50% 75% 90%

1

5.8

A

19

55

61

69

82

92

W35B
W40B

3.8
2.2

7
8

56
24

57
30

64
45

69
50

71
56

2

3.8

A2

42

42

60

68

84

90

W45B

2.2

8

29

33

37

43

44

3

4.2

B

15

70

82

95

111 130

M45B

3.8

5

41

46

49

60

61

4

2.7 C

16

40

45

54

70

84

5

2.1

9

24

32

36

40

79

D

Muriwai Schools event, 29th May, NWOC
No

Grd 1st

25% 50% 75% 90%

37

A

24

35

50

61

75

1 Women 10

A2

41

51

57

65

71

Sen Boys 22

B

34

42

45

54

58

Sen Girls 10

B

41

54

65

78

84

Jun Boys 24

C

16

23

31

39

44

Jun Girls 16

C

20

26

28

37

40

1 Men

th

Muriwai Schools event, 12 June, NWOC
No

Grd 1st

25% 50% 75% 90%

Sen Boys 19

B

31

43

54

57

72

Sen Girls 10

B

56

58

69

81

120

Jun Boys 19

C

24

37

43

60

65

Jun Girls 26

C

34

48

56

70

81

Auck Secondary Schools Champs, COC
No

Grd 1st

25% 50% 75% 90%

Sen Boys 40

A2/B 37

55

69

86

Sen Girls 36

A2/B 36

58

79

DNF DNF

Int Boys

37

B/C 31

44

52

61

108

Int Girls

27

B/C 29

59

67

83

100

Jun Boys 38

C/D 22

29

37

45

51

Jun Girts 27

C/D 31

43

49

56

DNF

DNF

Exceed National Short-O Champs, HOC
M12A

No
11

1st
35

25% 50% 75% 90%
37 43 53 DNF

W14A
M14A

11
8

38
36

39
39

48
44

51
46

70
60

W16A

5

46

46

55

69

83

M16A
W21B
M21B

13
10
6

28
55
42

31
66
64

39
81
70

47 80
DNF DNF
71 71

W40+B

16

38

48

53

65

77

One Tree Hill promo, 19 th J u n e , COC
km

No

Grd 1st

25% 50% 75% 90%

1

7.5

19

A2

52

56

59

70

74

2

4.5 26

B

30

39

43

54

57

3
4.5 35 C
39 58 79 89 132
4
1.6 18 D
11 19 28 36 41
These are not specially selected events; they are
simply every event I have been to or received
results from since the last issue of The Auckland
Orienteer.
Draw your own conclusions about the suitability of
the course lengths for those running on each day.
Just ask yourself: "If I were that M12A / W35B
runner, would I have enjoyed myself? Would I be
grateful? Would I ever orienteer again?"
MARK ROBERTS
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CALENDAR

WARNING! Yet more venue changes have been caused by protesters blocking Inland Road; by the
hunting season; and by other users of the forest Some venues have not yet been finally selected!
The word from the horse's mouth is that we may be best served by staying well out of the current protest
between the Maori group who lease the Otakanini Block and Carter Holt Harvey, who have the cutting
rights. So don't expect any progress soon. Central OC is adversely affected by this problem, which
combined with the hunting season further north, makes access to Paparoa and the Kereta maps difficult.
Meanwhile, Northwest OC is hurting badly, with access to many of its forest maps cut off.
The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of this information;callClub Secretaries for confirmation: (
Central: Leon McGivern 576 4567(CM)Counties-Manukau: Rosemary Gatland 267 5087 (NW) Northwest: Mar
Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: Dick Rankin 09 434 6499 (H) Hamilton: JimBarr07 856 9501 (P) Pinela
Don Fraser 07 886 8813 (T) Taupo: Kathleen Lonsdale 07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Gary Farquhar 07 345 9608

JULY '94
Tue 4 th CM Club meeting, 19:30, Brighouses', 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura, all members welcome
Wed 5th C

Club meeting, 19:30, Jarvis Trading, 56 Allens Road, East Tamaki, all members welcome

Thu 7th NW Club meeting, 19:30, Stones', 8 Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay, all members welcome
Fri 8th
R
Sat 9th R
Sun 10th

Secondary Schools Orienteering Conference, Rotorua, information in this issue
NZ Secondary Schools Championships, Okawa Bay, Rotorua, information in this issue

Sun 10th Wh Tangiteroria, Whangarei, Club event
Setter Steve Poole, 3 courses, starts 11:30 -13:30, black & white map, steep pine forest,
"somewhat rugged", signposted from SH14 halfway between Whangarei and Dargaville.
R

Ngamotu Forest, Rotorua; take Rerewhakaitu Rd off Murupara Highway off SH5 south of
Rotorua (beyond Crater Block). Starts 12:00 to 14:00.

Fri 15th

Deadline for entry to World Masters' Games, Brisbane

Sun 17th C

Kiwitahi, Promotional event
Setter Scott VennelI, Controller Rob Crawford, signs to the right on SH16 Northwest of
Auckland 1.5km north (west) of Waimauku. 5 courses on the Autumn Series model. Semiintricate open medium steep farmland and some bush. Starts 10:00 to 12:30.

T

Whakaipo Bay, Taupo, starts 11:00 to 12:00.

Wai Wayne Cretney Memorial Winter Classic, Masterton, details in May issue, pre-entry
18-22nd

O-Ringen, Sweden

Sat 23rd E
Sun 24th E

TSB Topec
CDOA OY5, Lake Mangamahoe, starts 11:00 to 13:00

The Auckland Orienteer
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July Continued...
30th -5 th

Veterans' World Cup, Strathspey, Scotland

Sun 31st CM AOA OY1, Waiuku'93
Controller Tania Robinson, Setter Shane Phillips, pines on rolling dunes, starts 10:00 to
12:30, signposted at Waiuku, west of Pukekohe (Drury turnoff from SH1).

AUGUST '94
Mon

1st

Deadline for applications for Senior Camp, see this issue for details

Tue 2 nd CM Club meeting, 19:30, Robinsons', 45 East Street, Pukekohe (to be confirmed)
Wed 3rd C

Club meeting, 19:30, Jarvis Trading, 56 Allens Rd, East Tamaki, (to be confirmed)

Thu 4 th NW Club meeting, 19:30, to be confirmed
Sun 7th Wh Winstones
Enlarged map, redrawn in colour. Starts 11:30 to 13:30
H
13,14th
10th

Donny Park, Hamilton, starts 11:00 to 13:00
(Not yet finalised; call for final details before setting off!)
WOC5,6 Denmark
WOC4 Norway

Sun 14th NW AOA OY2, we don't know where yet because of access problems, maybe Woodcocks
Setter/Controller Terje/Mary Moen, Coordinator Les Paver
R

Waipapa Forest
Lichensteins Road, off Maniatutu Road, off SH33 Rot-Tauranga; 12:00 to 14:00

Fri 19th

Closing date for CDOA Championships, Taurewa, details in this issue

Sat 20 th D
Sun 21st

Ski-O, Waiorau, South Island

Sun 21st H

CDOA OY6, Tuahu, Kaimais
Signposted from Manawaru, southeast of Te Aroha towards Matamata, 11:00 -13:00

Sun 28th C

AOA OY3, Lake Kereta (VENUE CHANGE, YET AGAIN)
Club event, setter Richard Bolt, controller Selwyn Palmer in absentia. Mature pine forest on
intricate rolling dunes. Map only used before for WOC1. Look for signs somewhere north
of Parakai, on the highway northwest of Helensville.

28th-2nd Squad Development & National Squads Training Camp, Tui Ridge, Rotorua (Rob Garden)

The Auckland Orienteer
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1994
Sept 4

H
Wh
10
RK
11
KH
CM
17-18 T
24-25 Aus
25
Wh

Oct

27-28
29-1
1-9
2
9
16
22
23
24
23

30
Nov 3
5-6
13
15
27
Dec 3-4
11

CM
C
R
NW
RK
HV
W
H
Wh
C
CM
NW
Wh
R
C
H
PAPO
R
Wh

14-18
20
C

Sandford Park, Hamilton (?)
Mair Park, Whangarei
Wellington Score Champs, Heaton Park, near Wanganui
Wellington Relays, Hydrabad, Levin
AOA OY4, Matakawau
CDOA Champs / Club Challenge, Taurewa, National Park; entry form in this issue.
Queensland Championships
AOA OY5, Phoebe's Lake, 2 days
WOC7, Germany
World Masters' Games, Brisbane, Australia
WOC8/9, Czech Republic
Sandy Coves Carnival / Australian Champs, Adelaide
Rob Garden has travel plans; Club Secretaries have entry forms
Auckland Relay Championships, Waiuku Forest, Pukekohe
Auckland Domain, Promotional
Tui Ridge (?)
AOA OY6, Waterfalls, Redwoods Forest, Warkworth
Wellington Championships, Classic, Knottingly, Bulls
Short-O Champs, Watchtower, Levin
Day 3, Whirokino, Levin
Te Miro
Gumtown
AOA OY7, Woodhill, probably Ngapuketurua; the last OY of 1994
Auckland Primary School Championships
Auckland Championships, Auahine Topu or Kaipara Knolls and Waiti, Woodhill
Kiorera Road
Club event (?)
Summer Series starts, every Tuesday evening
Waikato University
South Island Champs, Omaui Beach, Invercargill, new map (changed venue)
Okawa Bay
Mimiwhangata or Pompallier
Junior Training Camp, Dunedin, contact Don Melville, 03 454 2575
Last Summer Series event of 1994

1995
Most major 1995 events have not yet been confirmed by NZOF or regional associations. The current
draft suggestions are recorded here to help you with your long-term plans, but should not be relied upon.
Jan 6-8
C
Woodhill 3 day, Lake Kereta
17
C
First Summer Series event of 1995, every Tuesday evening
28-6 E &
North Island Orienteering Carnival, NZ Masters Games, Taranaki Turkey Trot,
Squad Senior Training Camp, 7 days of orienteering in Egmont/Manawatu/Horowhenua
Mar 7
C
Last Summer Series event
Easter
CM
National Championships, Pukekohe
July 7-8
PAPO National Secondary Schools Championships
Oct 28-30 Wh
Labour Weekend 3 day event, sand dune pines, Dargaville

The Auckland Orienteer
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COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
1994 Nationals
First place to the Nationals, well run by Hamilton
OC. Congratulations to our Club Champions Tania
Robinson [W21E] ( Classic, Short-O and winning
Relay team, a 100% record), John and Val
Robinson, Shane Phillips [M21S].
Linda
Brighouse is improving all the time, and took the
W35B title, and Trish Aspin is still top of W45A.
On a negative note, why the lack of events in
Auckland over this period? With the Masters'
Games and the World Veteran Championships
coming up, some orienteers need competitions
right now. They might be asking if orienteering is
now catering just for elites and junior squads.

One Tree Hill, 19th June
A warm sunny winter's day saw the usual mainstay
members of the Auckland orienteering fraternity those who turn out regularly, don't travel a lot, do
the groundwork and treat orienteering as a social
occasion. Maybe these are the people we tend to
forget or take for granted.

OY1 - Waiuku Forest
...is being planned by Tania Robinson and Shane
Phillips. They plotted some courses, visited the
forest and found that they should have brought
either a spade or their swimming togs! The river
has eroded away two of their control sites and the
sand mine has taken a couple more!

Electric fences
Counties-Manukau OC deals with farmers a fair
amount, so here's a comment on W100's article
about electric fences.
The landowner makes his living from livestock.
The fences control his livestock. If our recreation
involves running extra distance to roll under a
fence which the farmer leaves on, well that's they
way it has to be.
We have already lost one map because the farmer
spotted orienteers crossing a fence only 20 yards
from an open gate.
Unfortunately, it is often the competitive "win at all

costs" runner who is the main offender regarding
fences, stock, crops etc.
Here's wishing Phil Mellsop a speedy recovery
after his sojourn in Mercy Hospital.

Next Club meeting
...is 19:30pm, Tuesday July 4th at the Brighouses'
residence, Papakura.
KEN BROWNE 299 8413

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND
The water crisis might be bad for Auckland but the
Indian Summer has been great for orienteering.
Life is so much easier for event organisers, with
fewer tents to pitch and good attendances especially with the support from schools. Let's do
our best to keep the students attracted to
orienteering
after
the
National
Schools
Championships in July.

Auckland Secondary Schools Series
Birkenhead College students featured prominently
in the results of the series. Neil Haddon won the
Senior Boys' title, while Natalie Rouse won the
Junior Girls' title.
Karen Monk, winner in the Senior Girls'
competition, joined NWOC recently; first Junior Boy
Nicholas Foster needs no introduction!

National Championships
Congratulations also to our 1994 National
Champions: Ralph King, Peter Ambler, Colin
Martin and Philip Larcombe, who was successful
in the M21C grade. The Glenora map was very
scenic and strenuous, but it did not present the
many technical challenges that we have come to
expect from Championships held in traditional
forest terrain.
Kawhia Forest was perfect - fast and relatively flat a contrast to Glenora. Short-O events produce
exceptionally fast K rates. One NWOC member
(no names, Geoff) admits to 90% chasing other
runners, and 10% solo navigation in the afternoon
sprint!
Chris O'Brien won a medal for babysitting and
was voted "Most Popular Person" by the under five
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year olds!
As always, accommodation at Maketu Marae was a
social highlight and the hangi meal looked far more
appealing than my fish and chips.

Muriwai Score-O
Some runners had an unusual approach to the
recent Score event at Muriwai: they collected more
penalty points than positive points. My resident
MCP was impressed that the winner was a woman.
Marquita is continuing the great form that began
with her Scottish 6-Day win in 1993.

Gossip
Mea Culpa! The Big Foot map was the work of the
legendary Ralph King, not his son Dave Melrose,
as reported last month.
Lots of people are dusting off their passports. Gay
and Rob Ambler are off to Fiji for a break from
orienteering. Maurice Penney, Christine Crate,
Bev & Colin Tait are off to dash through the
heather at the World Veteran Championships in the
Scottish Highlands.
Julia Fettes has become engaged to a Waikato
farmer.
Ian Gunthorpe became the Auckland M45 Squash
Champion at Queen's Birthday weekend.
Phil Mellsop is on the mend after a spell in
hospital. He has a few weeks to get fit before the
calendar becomes crowded again from late July.
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Rugby and Wales.
A very big thankyou to Chris O'Brien,
QuestionMaster and Professional Welshman.

Next meeting
The next NorthWest Club meeting is on Thursday
7th July 1994 at 19:30pm at Lesley and Keith
Stone's house, 8 Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay.
You don't need to be a committee member to come
along and get involved!
USA MEAD 445 4555

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
National Champions
Congratulations to all of our new National
Champions:
Robert Jessop [M21E] 1st in the Classic and
Short-O, and fastest leg in the Men's Open Relays.
Katherine Bolt [W12A] 1st Short-O, 2nd Classic
Rae Powell [W50A] 1st Classic
Jamie Munro [M14A] 1st Short-O
Richard Bolt [W18A] 1st Short-O, 2nd Classic
Central Club also collected a remarkable number of
second places; hard luck!

New members
Welcome to Tim Newsome, Arthur Hammond as
well as Pip Poole, Paul Gilkerson and their
daughter Sarah.

Trivial Pursuits
The evening at the Canoe Club on 18th June
attracted 70 competitors in 8 teams and raised
around $700 for the Northwest OC Junior Fund.
Thanks to our sponsors for the goodies: Carpet
Plus (The Amblers), Pages Literary Pursuits
(Chris O'Brien), The Mon Desir, Coopers Creek
and Kumeu River vineyards, Green Bottle Mairangi
Bay and SuperLiquor Windsor Park. (Sounds good
eh?)
The winning group, rather suspiciously, was Lorri
O'Brien's table, following a tie-breaker between the
two Table Champions Bas Cuthbert and Robyn ?
The theme of the evening was unsurprisingly

Veterans' World Cup
Tom and Heather Clendon, Jill and Andy
Brewis, Hillary and Roger Weeks are all off to the
Veterans World Cup late July in Strathspey,
Scotland. Good luck to you all.

Junior Training Trust Fund
Central Club members of the Junior Training Trust
Fund are Tom Davies (Chairperson) and Terry
Nuthall. Another person from outside the club is to
be appointed.

Tony Nicholls National Rep Fund
Robert Jessop was awarded a grant from this new
fund to assist with his World Cup campaign. There
are 6 races remaining. Unfortunately Darren
Ashmore is unable to make the remaining World
Cup events, and cannot take up his grant.
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How Central Club was conceived!

The Jagers in Brunei

Tony Nicholls was running in the Woodhill Forest
with some athletes he was coaching when he
came across an odd sight. Hanging upside down
from a tree branch was an orange plastic bucket
with a sort of clothes peg suspended from a hole
drilled into the bottom of the bucket.

The Jager family have plenty of spare room for any
orienteers travelling through Brunei. Their living
quarters comprise 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and 2
living areas. All household furniture is provided,
with the exception of whiteware. They find the
school hours of 7.30am to 12.30 give them spare
time in the afternoon and evenings.

Whilst pondering on the significance of a bucket
with a hole in its bottom, he was startled to see the
late Gordon 'Puff Puff' Pirie approaching at a fast
pace. No words were exchanged but then he met
Ralph King, who panted "Will explain later, Tony"
as he sped away.
So that's how Tony and his athletes were
introduced to Orienteering in April 1972. There
were not many enthusiasts then, and it was hard
work getting the sport known. South Auckland
Club had the most members, and Tony and his
runners developed into the early Auckland Central
Club.
When Tony and his family transferred to Tauranga
in 1973, the club disintegrated; and it was not until
December 1973 that it was officially resurrected, at
the request of the Auckland Orienteering
Association.

OY3 at Pulpit Rock
Central OC will be organising OY3 at Pulpit Rock,
Woodhill on 28th August 1994. This is a change
from the original venue following further difficulties
with the blocking of Inland Road plus the hunting
season further north.

Other News
Tony Nicholls turned 60 on May 31. Margaret
and Tony have been touring the South Island.

Mapping
Mark Roberts reports that with help from Scott
VennelI, Matthew Crozier and Toby Carter, the
re-fieldworking of Churchill Park is almost
finished, and (depending on the Council's plans for
development of the Park) cartography starts soon.
Meanwhile, Mark, Bruce Horide, Tom Clendon,
Selwyn Palmer, Tom Davies, Leon McGivern
and John Powell have just started on a Western
Springs fieldcheck before it is reprinted. A big
thankyou to all the helpers, who were volunteered
in the carpark at One Tree Hill and were too tired to
run away! Next Mount Eden & Carrington.

They have been to Niah National Park in Sarawak
and to the remote island Labuan. They are
members of the Hash Harriers Club. Runs in the
jungle are tame and the social life after the runs is
wild. Chris and Norm ran in the National Day Road
Race. Chris was first in the Women's 6 km event
and Norm was 9th in the Men's 10 km. However,
they do miss orienteering.
(The Herald of 20th June carried the sad news of
the death of Norm's father John.)

The new Millennium
Central Club's very ad hoc Events Committee
would like to place on record their intention to run
the first orienteering event of the new Millennium, a
Night-O, barbecue, and seriously big party to be
held at 00:01 on 1st January 2000, on One Tree
Hill.
(Pedantic letters explaining that the new Millennium
starts on 1st January 2001 will be ignored -MR)

Summer Series 1994/95
The Summer Series of park events will be held on
almost every available Tuesday evening during
daylight saving, starting on 15th November 1994
and finishing on 7th March 1995. A transferable
ten-trip ticket will be offered at a discount, and
individual runs offered for $5 senior, etc. New
maps of Churchill Park and Western Springs will be
offered.

Next meeting
The next Club meeting will be held at 19.30 pm on
Wednesday 6th July, 1994 at Jarvis Trading, 56
Allens Rd, East Tamaki. Club members welcome.

Happy Orienteering
CATHERINE HORIDE 376 5937
Catherine and Bruce are now the (relieved) parents
of Craig Vincent Horide, 7lb 14oz. Welcome to the
Club, Craig. -MR
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ARCHIVES - JULY'84
OY6 on Selwyn Road saw the elite grades
dominated by SAOC members, Ross Brighouse
winning the 12.7km course in 92 minutes from
Wayne Aspin and Bruce Hendrie. Trish Aspin
took 77 minutes to win the 9km W21E course from
Phyl Snedden and Cathy Newman. Selwyn
Road, a continuation of Ye Olde Woodhille, is now
the northern end of Ngapuketura, the WOC map.
Three courses, including a memory course, were
offered on Moire Park, in the slush and rain on a
wet winter's day. A SAOC event was organised by
Boris Ryder (now a golfer) and the Oldfields on a
b/w map at the Tuakau Marist Centre.
Many of the oldies started on b/w maps; the
Pupuke Club's "Bartley's Farm", Central's Totara
Park", and the North Shore Club's "South Woodhill
State Forest" were all OY maps.
The first area mapped in Waiuku Forest was a
small block next to the picnic area, which was
extended for each subsequent event.
The course setter would plan his courses, tell
Phyllis Snedden about the area he wanted to use,
and she would duly map the new area.
This involved using a Land and Survey basemap,
then with help from Bev Laurent to pace out and
check the roads and tracks; 3 or 4 hours work then
off to the photocopier!
They made about 17 b/w maps in this manner, all
1:10,000 with control sites like "top of north facing
bank", "in a valley", or "distinctive tree". As a M43
grade competitor, my compass work and pace
counting had to be spot on.
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lose first place in an international?
Or that over the century, she had fallen down
gullies, torn her chest apart, wrecked ankles and
knees, stashed open her legs, and even lost a
compass down a mineshaft?
When I came to think on all of this I realised that
maybe the Ed and the rest of the Youth Squad do
not know lots of we Oldies and our peculiarities.
So perhaps I should introduce some of these 60+
folk who have gone beyond the call of duty in
orienteering, and who still cannot pass a control
without checking if it is theirs.
On Saturday at the Nationals I met them all. There
we were, the generation who were brought up on
fresh veg and rolled oats, who believed in a hard
day's yakker for fair pay, but didn't always get it.
There we were, still struggling up hills and out in
the Antarctic weather, ready to kill our horses and
eat them if we could only survive to another
Nationals.
Meet Bob Murphy [NWOC] with his worn-out
knees, still setting courses (if not running), and a
great Setter. Ken Browne [CMOC] with scars from
chin to navel and scraped shins, puffing up to the
finish in the middle of the bunch.

There was Phil Mellsop [NWOC], a staunch exSouth Aucklander for 20 years, facing a serious
operation and still smiling and still running.
Do you remember Mavis Hatwell [CMOC]? After a
massive operation fighting back to health,
paralysed and blinded, but now able to play 9
holes with one hand and one leg, and still
staggering round the novice course.
And then there were Judy Martin [NWOC/TOC].
Tony and Margaret Nicholls[COC], all telling the
world "We are not giving in" - simply giving. Giving
KEN BROWNE to orienteering the training and expertise, the hours
over and above Club demands.

W100
The "Olds"
It came as a great surprise to me that our Ed did
not know who W100 was.
Had her fame not gone ahead of her? Was she
not indeed that old duck who was forever begging
to be told where she was? Forever lost?
Did he not know that many years ago she stopped
the great John Rix for help, and caused him to

Great people - great orienteers.
There's a guy with one eye who spends his whole
life promoting the sport. Met him, Ed? His name is
Ralph King [NWOC]. And what about the M70 who
always digs the dunnies at every event in
Counties-Manukau?
Staggering around on
Saturday with swollen knees?
"Meet the Olds," is what our kids say.
Yep: meet the Olds; they are a grand breed!
W100
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STEPPING STONES
TO SUCCESS
Summarising the presentation by various elites to
the juniors at the recent Southern Cross Challenge
in Australia:
•

To get to the top, you need to have a goal or a
dream. Winners strive to make their goal a
reality, and find striving satisfying in itself.

•

Don't think that the natural talent that earned
you so many successes in the 12 or 14 age
grades will carry you to the top in the senior
grades. If you want to keep winning, you have
to work hard. You will have plenty of time as a
senior to reach the top of your age class.

•

Always be willing to learn new stuff. You may
not be able to train in Scandinavia, but there
are people right here who can give you good
advice and help you. Be prepared to ask their
advice and listen to them.
Remember the formula 2 x 7 x 52 x 10 (think
about it) but don't take it too literally.
Remember there are risks of overtraining and
overuse injuries, particularly among juniors who
are still growing. Training doesn't always mean
running - there are other ways to build fitness.
You need a strong commitment to regular,
disciplined training within the limits of your
ability.

•

• Learn from your mistakes.
Many juniors show great promise but don't have
the commitment, discipline and patience to carry
their success through to the senior level.
FROM"THEAUSTRALIAN ORIENTEER"

RACING
These are some thoughts on Racing skills. They
are based upon the idea that you can identify your
racing strengths and weaknesses by looking at the
types of orienteering you are good at: Relay, ShortO, Classic. You can then work at the weaknesses
and build upon the strengths.
Fitness and map skills are no guarantee, without
the ability to race hard when it counts. Some
people win big races no matter what. Everyone
knows that natural winners are obsessive, arrogant
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and self-centred.
The champion is a mean
bastard, and the nice guy never quite gets to the
top!
Some orienteers are noticeably better at one type
of race than another (Relay, Short-O, Classic).
Knowing which is your better event may shed some
light on your strengths and weaknesses.

Short-O
"Never rush." Keep in control the whole time, run
very fast only when you can, know when to take
care. It has been said that most top runners race
beyond their technical limits in Short-O, and the
winner was the lucky one who got it right.
But it's highly unlikely that anyone could be that
lucky; everyone would have to blow it somewhere
on the course. Pushing too hard would result in a
big error or lots of minor ones, and a ragged, untidy
style. So you have to maintain a smooth style by
knowing exactly where the limits are.
The crucial skills of Short-O are therefore:
• Precision.
• Ability to settle into the race quickly.
• Coolness, don't get over-excited.
• Don't try too hard.
• Concentrate intensely for a short period.

Classic-O
You need the determination and willpower to keep
running hard and maintain concentration at the end
of a long course. This is where the arrogant
bastards flourish!
To constantly push hard for a long time you need
strong determination to win and the need to prove
something. Winning is the clearest statement to
yourself and everyone else that you are the best
Many Classic-O specialists are easily put off by
other runners, especially by being followed, even
though they may have perfect control of their
internal pressures, such as tiredness, wandering
concentration or nervousness.

Relays
The first leg has the pressures of the mass start
and knowing that your team-mates expect you to
come back with the rest of the pack. Part of your
mind has to watch the other runners and think
tactically; the other half does the orienteering.
The middle-leg runner must be able to handle
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either pack running or solitary orienteering. The
final leg runner must be able to handle the nerveracking situation of starting with a lead, or in a
nothing-to-lose chasing situation.
The best relay orienteers seem to need other
orienteers around them, not to follow, but to keep
them concentrating and their adrenaline flowing.
They need the pressure from their team-mates for
the same reasons. Maybe they lack the selfmotivation or the confidence of Classic champions.
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organisation was very informal, and I guess that
means less formal than some of us expect.
Of course, too many participants is "a problem we
want to have." Stan thinks it was good to see too
many people there!

The schools winners

Each of the schools competition winners at this
event were then leading their classes after 5 races,
(and went on to win the series):
ABRIDGED FROM AN ARTICLE BY BILBO Natalie Rouse, a Birkenhead College "school
BAGGINS (BOF SQUAD COACH) IN BOF SQUAD orienteer" with two years orienteering experience
NEWSLETTER, JUNE/JULY 1994, FOLLOWINGwon the Junior Girls' event with an impressive
SUCCESSFUL WOCS IN NZ AND AUSTRALIA margin and 10.9mpk.

MURIWAI, 29th May
Setter/Controller Stan Foster [RUTHERFORD]
Coordinator Graham Peters [BIRKENHEAD]
This event was intended as a filler for the
orienteering programme on a date when a schools
event was needed, but no regular club event was
offered. So a few Northwest OC people got
together and designed an event for school kids. As
Stan puts it "We did it for Us."
It came as something of a surprise when 75 kids
turned up, as well as 58 regular orienteers. Those
looking for a run in the week before the Nationals
were boosted by a major turnout from National
Squad members gathered in Auckland for a party.

Nic Foster, well known as a successful regular
NWOC orienteer and son of the setter, was no
surprise as the Junior Boys' winner, running at
7.8mpk and opening a 6 minute margin over his
nearest rival.
The Senior Girls' winner was Karen Monk, of
Kelston School, and a member of NWOC, at
14.7mpk.
Meanwhile the Senior Boys event was taken out by
Neil Haddon of Birkenhead College, a school
orienteer of 3 years experience. Neil managed a
startling 5 minutes win over the nearest schoolboy,
and an impressive K rate of 8.2, giving him 8th
place in the general competition, even after an
allowance for copying the course.
The seriously impressive times were the preserve
of the Squad members, hungover or not, peaking
at 6.4 minutes per km for the men.

Something of a surprise

The moral of the story?

A 3 minute Start interval with no booked Start times
proved to be inadequate to the numbers. Regular
orienteers squeezed in whenever one of the two
master maps was available, which was OK, except
for those who hadn't taken the hint.
Lesley Stone reports that one or two orienteers had
a higher expectation of the event than was on
offer. Unfortunately they abused "parents" rather
than "orienteers" which meant that those who didn't
know any better anyway got punished for the
abusers' overexpectations. A little unfortunate.

If you are organising an event with restricted
courses or whatever, let the editor of this
newsletter know, so he can tell everyone else; then
they won't mind.

The event offered only three courses and selftiming for non-schoolkids.
If there was a
deficiency, it was that the organisers hadn't
anticipated such a strong turnout. They hadn't
publicised these compromises either in The
AUCKLANDORIENTEERor on the day.
The

What are the chances...
...of two experienced orienteers arriving at the
same place at the same time with the same wrong
control circle copied onto their maps? Ask Leon
McGivern and Rob Crawford)

Course lengths
Stan intended for the two longer courses to be of
the B standard. Looking at the courses, your
Editor would suggest, as would the AOA Technical
Officer, that most legs were more like A- or B+, with
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relatively few clearly B. At least a couple of the
more obvious map corrections were missed.
Course 1 was 3.8km with 160m climb (4.2%).
Course 2 was 3.1km with 100m climb (3%). There
were very few regular orienteers on the shorter
courses. See page 3 for analysis of times on each
course.
MR

NATIONAL CHAMPS,
HAMILTON/RAGLAN,
QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY
Day 1: K-Swiss Classic (Individual) Champs
The new Glenora map south of Hamilton, long
courses on semi-complex medium-steep (5%
climb) open farmland with masses of intricate rock
detail.
Day 2: Exceed Short-O Championships
Two short(ish) runs in one day, with a chasing start
on the second run in the afternoon, in the largely
mature pine forest on sloping coastal dunes at
Kawhia, on the west coast near Raglan. 5% climb.
Map used many times before.

•

•

•

•

•

Watching the M12A winner collect his award,
grinning from ear to ear, towered over by the
2nd and 3rd placegetters even though they
were standing on lower haybales. This a few
hours after he had run into the finish almost
obscured by the immense Glenora tablecloth
map.
Standing in the hot pools on the beach at Te
Puia after the Short-O, our feet saying "Thank
you, Thank you", while rather cold waves
sloshed over us. It was somewhat chilly!
Climbing to the start of the afternoon Short-O
run secure in the knowledge that the course
would be mostly downhill!
Kumara chips from Kawhia's award-winning
chip shop (which had the longest queue in
living memory).
The stirring sight of the lead elites hammering
past the event centre half-way round the
Relays. Their electric fence crossing styles
particularly stick in my memory, especially the
chap who had two tries!
MARK ROBERTS

I asked a few participants about their impressions
of the Nationals:

Tom Davies...

Not everything went perfectly

Tom Davies [M45A] is President of Central OC.
"I was happy to run on farmland at Glenora,
because I'm more of a runner. I would have done
very well but for some silly mistakes. I can
understand people saying that we should have the
Nationals on a forest map, but I enjoyed it. I could
go fast!

A flaw in the dot-matrix printing of one control code
in the Classic made an 8 look like a 6. Computerliterates generally picked it, but some runners did
not, resulting in a protest which the jury declined to
uphold.

It was my first run at Kawhia; it's a nice venue. I
felt that there were a few minor problems where
Hamilton OC lacked people on the ground, but they
did a great job. They accommodated our late
entry!"

Day 3: Casio Relay Championships
Also in the Kawhia forest In the open grades,
everyone started at once, and their times were
added together for a team result.

And in the Short-O, runners on course 2 found the
wrong control code when they arrived at the first
control. The Setter was appalled and took a look
at what had happened. Apparently the software he
was using to plot the courses allowed him to
position two controls with different codes in exactly
the same place; and the second overwrote the first

Standout memories
From your editor and his friendly neighbourhood

W21B:

Selwyn Palmer [M40A, coc]...
"I didn't feel like I was really orienteering at
Glenora. I enjoyed the Short-O; it was fast and
open and exciting, especially the chasing start."

Mike Ashmore [coc]...
"If Hamilton can have the National Individual
Championships on Glenora, we can apply to have
them on Te Heke."
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Marquita Gelderman

Rob Jessop

Marquita Gelderman [NWOC] came second in
W21E to Tania Robinson [CMOC].
The Classic was a little disappointing because it
was so simple. A bit too easy, and the fastest
runner won; it didn't test navigation much, and my
legs don't go as fast as Tania's!

Rob Jessop [COC] won all three days in the M21E
grade..

Tania and I are very close in ability; who wins often
depends upon the terrain."
Tania was 30 seconds ahead of me in the
chasing start in the afternoon of the Short-O, and I
was running alongside Rob Garden [NWOC]. We
came over the hill into the first control to find Tania
standing there. We hurtled down the dune into the
depression, clipcards at the ready, and I actually
stuck my clipcard into the clipper before I realised it
was the wrong code and said something rude.
I thought at first that we had caught Tania quickly
but she'd obviously been there some time. We
checked out the other depressions, then Rob,
Tania and I looked at one another, and said "It has
to be the one." We clipped it and ran on.
All the way up the hill to the second control, Rob
was trying to get away from Tania and me. We
were still trying to decide whether to go back and
tell the organisers, but we could already hear the
next bunch arguing back at the wrong control.
We decided we would go for a training run with our
Coach instead. There we were, training at the
Nationals!
The chasing start in the afternoon meant that we
were bunched up, and the relatively undemanding
navigation meant that it was difficult to drop anyone
from the bunch.
It's just as well the course was invalidated,
because we finished with about 15 other runners
and I missed the Finish entirely! But seriously, the
afternoon run probably wouldn't have changed the
result.
Kirsten Ambler [NWOC] did very well in the Short-O
and the Relays, as did Sasha Middleton [NWOC].
They're both sand-dune specialists."
The Relays were good fun. The mass start
worked very well, although it would have been nice
to have more runners on the same course as the
W21Es.
The EWTs were spot on.
Hamilton OC did a great job with limited resources.
I enjoyed the weekend. Pity about the weather. It
was freezing!"

"I felt that I knew what I had to do in the Classic at
Glenora and I did it.
Half a dozen M21Es had a chance of winning on
Saturday. We have a first rank of male elites at a
higher level than ever before.
This is now international-level competition, and
these are international competitors; they should be
given races that reflect international demands. At
75 minutes, the M21E course at Glenora was a
little short. Alistair Landels (COC; now in the UK)
would probably have finished in 70 minutes; the
EWT was 80 minutes; but 85 minutes is not too
long for the premier national event of the year.
We always have to adjust how we perform to be
able to compete internationally over longer
distances. The WOC event was unique in New
Zealand; otherwise, the elite courses seem to be
getting shorter.
We had 27 controls in 11.8km, with most legs
between 400m and 700m long; no-one recorded
any leg longer than 6 minutes. The course layout,
with crossovers and loops, was excellent but we
could have had more variety in legs; more short
control-picking legs and maybe a long leg.
The orienteering was technically easy, so you
couldn't afford to lose a second. Darren Ashmore
[COC], David Farquhar [ROC], Greg Barbour [EOC]
and I lost no more than 90 seconds each to
navigational errors. It was all about concentration
and avoiding a ragged style.
I maintained the same pace throughout and never
felt that I should go faster. I was happy to keep it
smooth when I felt myself going a little slower.
Just go the wrong way round a rock a few times,
and you've lost the race. Think of running on One
Tree Hill for comparison; one small mistake can
ruin your run. It was more important to be as
perfect as you could be because the navigation
was so simple.
Glenora was a test of one sort of orienteering, but I
don't think it was a good test of the elites and
senior A grades. We've had a run of farmland
national events. I feel that the Nationals should be
in forest. But for many grades it was good
orienteering; the courses were well set.
Bruce McLeod [PAPO] was impressive at WOCs 1
and 2, and on the farmland at APOC. He's done a
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lot of farmland training, and I reckon that on
farmland he's dangerous. He has nothing to lose
so he can "go for it" and I thought he did very well
indeed. He beat Darren.
Bruce was my main worry for the Classic."
"Some map variety in the Relays would have been
nice; the courses were well set but we've been
there before.
The random selection of teams for the Open Relay
grades turned it into an individual competition; noone really cared about the team positions.
The mass start for the Relays was good; it was the
first exciting relay in a while. 4 or 5 different
M21Es held the lead at different times. All sorts of
orienteers got an opportunity to run in packs with
others of similar ability.
Running against Greg, Darren, Bruce and Matthew
Tuck [COC] was an excellent and unprecedented
training opportunity.
I knew they were all close, so I was working hard to
get away. But I messed up the spectator leg, by
running to the wrong control! I spiked the final
control instead and wondered why it was a trestle.
I realised soon enough when I checked the code,
and I managed to catch the tail of the lead pack
two controls later.
(Rob puzzled the huddled masses by going left of
the event centre instead of right!)
I could see Greg 150m ahead and I was
determined not to lose sight of him in the young
trees that came next I wanted to run with him
through the open coastal dunes. (These were the
most technically demanding parts of the course.)
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prizegiving on Saturday night wasn't really up to
standard. This is our premier event; could we have
a ceremony with higher standards? Why weren't
the certificates ready? Why were there no prizes
for the Juniors? Some newcomers I spoke to were
quite surprised. I enjoyed the weekend."
(Rob Joins that select group of orienteers to have
been undressed and strapped up by Jo Wilson
[physiotherapist, SOC] in full view of the crowd at
the finish.)

Rob Garden
Rob Garden [NWOC] is National Squad Coach.
The Nationals were great. I was 2nd in M45A in
the Classic, Michael Wood [HVOC] beat me after I
made more mistakes than I should have.
Then I won the M35A grade in the Short-O. The
afternoon race was invalidated, but Tania and
Marquita did a great job of pushing me round.
They are beginning to catch me, and really stretch
me. But I've still got more experience!
The Nationals is a multi-day, so the courses need
to be shorter than full distance. I thought they
were about right apart from the odd distances
given to some older women at the Relays. W45Bs
ran twice as far as W40Bs, and some W21Cs took
two hours on their courses.
The computer plotter was obviously unsuitable for
a yellow map (the Classic) - it was so difficult to
see. (Rick McGregor (PAPO, M35A) missed one
control, and your editor nearly missed the same
one. Maybe it's a matter of choosing a better pen
to clamp into the plotter.)

I felt I was in control of my orienteering because I
was able to accelerate and catch up; then Greg
and I both made small mistakes in the dunes. We
re-entered the forest just ahead of Darren and
Bruce.

Relay events are meant to be fun and fast so
maybe the tricky areas should have been used for
the Short-O instead, which was a little too easy.
The idea is close competition, where you never
quite know who will win.

We were running so close together, and so hard,
that at one point Greg and I dodged trees
simultaneously in opposite directions and crashed
into one another. I nearly knocked him down!

The competition format didn't really work; out of
400 individuals, only 230 ran in the relays. Last
year's format was more successful, and many
people agree. Lots of people went home because
no-one asked them to join a team.

I vaulted a fence awkwardly two controls from the
finish. I twisted my back rather badly, and lost
interest in running. I thought Greg was way ahead
of me but he made a mistake. I saw him again,
approaching from one side and realised that I could
beat him. I managed it, but it hurt."
"The Maketu Marae was as good as ever; it's a
superb venue. Its a pity that the Nationals

I'd like to see a national standard for relays, with
just Mixed A and Mixed B grades, mass starts of
first leg runners in all grades, 3 person teams, and
true Club representation. The best two teams
should count in the club competition; best three
like last year made it impossible for most clubs to
win. Of course we still need provision for scratch
teams so anyone can get a run.
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Hamilton OC did a fantastic job, especially Bruce
Collins, who deserves a medal for his work recently
(mapping, setting, editing.) I can soon forget a few
minor errors; 99 out of 100 is good enough for me."

Rob's rising stars and hit picks
"Peter Ambler [M18A, NWOC] and Anthony Barr
[M20A, HOC] did better in the Relays than they
should at their age, only 5 minutes behind the
leaders.
Bruce McLeod [PAPO] was incredible.
Rob
Jessop ran a blinder in the Short-O, and both
Darren and Greg felt they had made good runs, but
Bruce was right there with them. Bruce is going to
be very, very good. These four, along with David
Farquhar, are the men to watch in the future.
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area. All schools were sent personal invitations, no
experience required, and the Club offered
instruction in "how to orienteer". Six promotional
events from the existing calendar were selected for
the Series, and schoolkids were awarded points for
placings and for completing the course.
We hoped that the kids would receive useful
instruction and be encouraged to take part on a
regular basis. Only four schools participated in that
first year, but new faces started to appear regularly
at events. Orewa College was the first winner of
the North Harbour Shield.

In 1992, following some fine-tuning, the
competition series was held again, six schools
were regulars, and more than 40 schoolkids came
to each of the Series events. Schools became
Cassie Trewin [W18A, WOC] was the big surprise members of NWOC, so the kids were able to enter
among the women. She has two more junior years other events such as OYs at Club member rates.
to go, and she'll do well. Pity she'll be doing it for The winning school was Rutherford High, where
Stan Foster [NWOC] is on the staff.
Australia!

Shane Phillips [CMOC] is a very fast runner. He's
done 10km on the track in less than 32 minutes.
He's just learning, but he won everything he
entered.
When he starts concentrating on
orienteering, he could be very good."
Kirsten Ambler [NWOC] and Sasha Middleton
[NWOC] had a good weekend and did very well in
the sanddunes. They are closing the gap on Tania
and Marquita in that type of terrain!

In 1993 the Series was offered to all Secondary
Schools in the Auckland region.
The ASB
Secondary Schools Sports Association helped with
postage and faxes, etc.
Nearly 20 schools
competed, and the new trophy, presented by the
AOA, was won by Birkenhead College, who also
took the North Harbour Shield. Graham Peters
[NWOC] is on the staff at Birkenhead.

1994 has been similar to last year, with over 100
students attending each event The AOA and
THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO AGREED TO BE North Harbour trophies were once again won by
INTERVIEWED - MR Birkenhead College. Detailed results are given
below.
The overall worth of these efforts cannot be
calculated. Large numbers of teenagers have
been introduced to orienteering, and may come
back when they get older.
The stronger schools are obviously motivated from
within, usually by a teacher. Only the most pushy
There has been an event of this nature since the parents seem to get the same results. A few
late 1970s.
Many different schools have schools attending have no obvious Club
participated over the years, but it always seemed connections: Willie Poynter and her girls from
to be those which had club members as teachers Kelston, and David Bridges at Kings College.
or pupils.
It is vital that parents become involved; to transport
In 1988, the National Secondary Schools the students; to encourage them; to get them out
Championships were started, with the first into the forest instead of standing on the sidelines.
competition held on the Waiwera and Otakanini The whole family is our source of future Club
Topu maps. This event is now rostered throughout members.
the regions. But of course very few non-orienteers
8 juniors and 3 families have joined NorthWest OC
ever took part.
as a direct result of this project. These new
In 1991, NorthWest OC decided to introduce a members have come from Birkenhead, Rutherford,
competition series for schools in the North Harbour

AKL SECONDARY
SCHOOLS SERIES
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Orewa, Rangitoto and Nelson, and are the result of
hard work and careful nurturing by a number of
people. The 1994 Series is now finished. It will be
interesting to see how many students compete in
the OY series.

Individual Results of the 6 event 1994
Secondary Schools Series
Senior
Soys
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[M21E, COC] not finished 4 minutes late, he would
have beaten Marquita, as also would have Stan
Foster [M45A, NWOC], who was 6 minutes late
home.
Most entrants seemed to regard the Score event
as a casual run of lower priority than the Schools
event. Consequently, what seemed to be a couple
of slightly misplaced controls were generally
forgiven!
29 out of 51 competitors suffered significant time
penalties, suggesting that Aucklanders need a little
more practice with Score-O. 5 were more than 10
minutes late, suggesting that they didn't quite have
the hang of the event!

1
2
3=

Neil Haddon
Anthony Foxell
Mark
Isted

Bhead
Bhead
Bhead

56
32
27

3=
1

Darren Mexom
Nic Foster

Bhead
Rford

27
57

Senior
Girls

2
3
1
2

Simon Thorpe
David Stewart
Karen Monks
Melissa Frith

Bhead
St Kent
Kelston
Rford

41
26
40
24

Junior
Girts

3
1
2

A Barnard
Natalie Rouse
A Wohimuther

Bhead
Bhead
Bhead

23
51
45

The most remarkable score is attributed to Tony
Cooper [COC] who set out to collect all of the
controls. He came home after failing to find two of
the more difficult controls in the cutty grass,
assuming that they had been lifted. His raw score
was among the highest, but Tony arrived home 80
minutes late (on a 60 minute course) and finished
up with -203 points! He enjoyed himself greatly,
and wishes he had hung in to the bitter end!

3

Jonene Nash

Bhead

33

MARK ROBERTS

Junior
Boys

LESLEY STONE

th

MURIWAI, 12 JUNE
Score Event
In a Score-O, competitors are given a set time to
clip as many controls as possible. The controls are
scattered around a variety of sites and score points
which generally vary according to their distance
and difficulty. Score-O requires the ability to
estimate how long you will take to complete a leg,
to choose the optimal route which will take in most
controls, and to stick to a deadline.
Dave Middleton (Setter) and Phil Johansen
(Controller) planted 20 controls in the forest at
Muriwai for the benefit of all comers. Most controls
were in or near the white forest on the Western
edge, but a sprinkling of controls in the cutty grass
in the North proved very challenging for those who
got that far. Some very experienced runners failed
to find some controls!
Marquita Gelderman [W21E, NWOC] won with 289
points after arriving a few seconds late and
incurring a 1 point penalty. Had Toby Carter

AKL SECONDARY
SCHOOLS CHAMPS,
TE HEKE, 21 s t JUNE
Sunday night, the controls are all out, maps are
ready, schools are all informed of their start times,
the stage is set for Tuesday.
There is one minor problem; the gate to the forest
road is not scheduled to be open until 8.30am,
according to the notice. A quick call to Carter-Holt
Harvey on Monday morning gets reassurance that
foresters will be in before our desired 7.30am start.
But wait! The road is now closed because of
logging alongside of it! The recreation officer with
CHH will phone back after he's spoken to the
forestry manager.
Panic! How are we to get 231 secondary school
pupils to the start tomorrow? Horse trek them over
the farm from the main road? Modify all the
courses to use a new start-finish position? To
postpone the event was probably the only option.
1:30pm and relief, the road will be blocked by a log
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just past our event centre, and there will be a no
entry sign at the start of the road that orienteers
may pass. Not the ideal arrangement, but it
certainly allows us to continue.
Tuesday, we drove up in the dark with windscreen
wipers working overtime. Was Central OC doing its
bit for the water crisis again? 8am and the rain
stopped, not to return till 4pm as the last controls
were being brought back in. The gods obviously
felt they had thrown enough worries on us the
previous day so gave us really good conditions on
the fast draining Te Heke map.
The steep terrain and outrigger electric fences
were of concern on this map, but with the power to
the fences off and fine conditions, the courses
seemed to satisfy most. There were more Senior
girls with DNFs than we would have liked, but
many of these could have been picked before they
started, setting off for a pleasant picnic with
lunches and jackets! We hope they enjoyed
themselves, even without finishing.
There was a mad scramble to be ready for the
early starters, and an attempt by one of the
organisers to flatten our top M18 competitor by
sending a large canister of water careering down a
hill-side at him as he crossed the finish line. You
wouldn't want the water not to be there for him,
would you?
Otherwise all ran smoothly, thanks entirety to the
wonderful band of highly competent helpers, most
giving up a day's work to ensure the success of the
event. Our heartfelt thanks to you all.
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series. The winning schools were Kelston by a
large margin, followed by King's and Birkenhead.
The Intermediate Boys competition was
dominated by Mark Currie [CMOC, PUKEKOHE]
with a win in 31:25, five minutes ahead of Mark
Stewart [COC, StKENTIGERN] and Nic Foster
[NWOC, RUTHERFORD]. King's won this grade,
followed by Birkenhead and St Kentigern.
Winner of the Intermediate Girls was Charlotte
Hood [NWOC, KRISTIN] in 29:42, an amazing 12
minutes ahead of Tina Charles [NWOC,
BIRKENHEAD], with Natalie Rouse [BIRKENHEAD]
another 6 minutes behind. Birkenhead won the
schools competition in the is grade, followed by
Pukekohe and Waiuku.
The Junior Boys race was won by David Stewart
[COC, StKENTIGERN] in 21:42, 30 seconds ahead
of N Scott [KINGS] and two minutes ahead of J
O'Brien [StPETERS]. Kings were closely followed
by St Peters, then Birkenhead.
The Junior Girls grade (27 runners, 3 DNFs) was
the only one won by a non-Club orienteer, K
Ngawhika [BIRKENHEAD] in 30:43, 3 minutes
ahead of J Nash [BIRKENHEAD] and 6 minutes
ahead of R Edwards [BIRKENHEAD]. Of course
Birkenhead won this grade, followed at a distance
by Carmel and Kelston.

Overall Points - Schools Competition

Boys
Girls
Kings
231
Birkenhead
218
Birkenhead
188
Kelston
168
Results
St Kentigern 115
Pukekohe
133
St
Peters
85
Waiuku
93
Twenty schools, with 205 starters, made for good
85
Rutherford
73
competition on all courses. The competition for the Macleans
teams points was keenly fought. Kings showed Massey
65
Carmel
65
great consistency in the boys events. Birkenhead, Orewa
53
Kings
54
though beaten by Kelston Girls in the Senior Girls Pukekohe
53
Westlake
48
event, showed depth of talent and superior
Rangitoto
42
Orewa
42
numbers in dominating the girls competition.
Waiuku
42
Edgewater
37
Richard Bolt [COC, MACLEANS] won Senior Boys
Edgewater
32
Epsom
34
in 37:15, a couple of minutes ahead of Michael
28
Kristin
30
Poynter [CMOC, KINGS] and the winner of the Rutherford
Lynfield
27
Rangitoto
25
recent Secondary Schools series, Neil Haddon
[BIRKENHEAD]. The same three schools headedPapakura
0
Massey
24
this grade: Kings, Macleans, and Birkenhead.
Pakuranga
24
Papakura
17
In the Senior Girls competition, Karen Monks
[NWOC, KELSTON] won in 36:23, a minute ahead ofSee page 3 for a times analysis for this event - MR
Gabrielle Henderson [NWOC, EPSOM] and three
JOANNA&ALISTAIR STEWART,
minutes ahead of Rachel Shuker [CMOC, WAIUKU].
Karen was also winner of the Secondary Schools
SETTERS/COORDINATORS
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NZ SECONDARY
SCHOOLS CHAMPS
The National Secondary Schools Championships
are on 9th and 10th June, at Rotorua. For the first
time, two levels of technical difficulty are being
offered, to satisfy the needs of more and less
experienced school orienteers.
Be careful about inexperienced orienteers running
above their ability in the middle of winter! The
older grades will possibly have Badge event status.
The 1995 Secondary Schools Championships are
to be held by PAPO on July 7th and 8th.
A Conference of those interested in Secondary
Schools orienteering is to be held at Rotorua on
Friday 8th July 1994.
A suggested schools event schedule for future
years assumes that there should be a limited
season.
The interschool Competitive Series
should begin early in the school year, and finish by
half way through the school year, when there
should be local/regional school Championships.
A brief series of "training" events might then fit in
before the National SS Championships.
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National Championships, the May and August
Development Squad Camps, and the National
Secondary Schools Championships.
In the past, the Coaching budget has provided
travel as far as Wellington for one Development
Squad Camp each year. This year, the Coaching
budget has the same amount of money, but twice
as many worthy South Islanders!
Next year the NZOF Executive Committee
proposes to cut your contribution to Coaching by
30%!
So I'm out there fundraising for these juniors. They
are great to have on a camp, they are great to
have along on a trip. Some of them will be as
successful as Alistair Landels and Katie Fettes, just
wait and see.
I've persuaded overseas orienteers to donate their
southern hemisphere compasses to the cause.
(So far these have raised $278.) I've organised a
sweepstake at the National Championships. I've
asked participants at the National Championships
to dig into their pockets.
I want to publicly acknowledge the donors who so
far have raised $270: Wayne Aspin, Maurice
Penney, Mike Baldwin, Kevin McGlinchy, George
McLeod, Dave Middleton, Anne Fettes and Ross
Morrison.

ABRIDGED FROM THE ORIENTEERING Is everyone else as proud of these juniors as I
REPORT MAY 1994 BY IAN DONALDSON am? Will you help me to help them?
[HVOC], NZOF SECONDARY SCHOOLS PERSON
MICHAEL WOOD, NZOF COACHING DIRECTOR,
5 ATAHU GROVE, LOWER HUTT, 04 566 2645

ONE NEW ZEALAND
I'd like to invite all Auckland orienteers to
contribute towards the One New Zealand Fund,
to help promising junior orienteers to travel
between the North and South Islands to attend
major events and training camps.
There are two main reasons for setting up the One
New Zealand Fund:
• New Zealand is one country, and I would like all
Kiwi orienteers to have the same access to
coaching and competition, wherever they live.
• The tremendous win in the Southern Cross
Challenge by the New Zealand junior team,
included an unprecedented proportion of South
Islanders.
In paying for their trip to Australia, many South
Island Juniors became unable to attend the

ORIENTEERS AND
INJURY
Since orienteers usually run over soft terrain rather
than roads, some exercise scientists have
suggested that they suffer lower impact and should
have fewer overuse injuries than road runners.
But a Danish study of elite orienteers showed that
• The typical elite orienteer suffers about one
overuse injury per year, the same as road
runners, most often to the knee, causing the
loss of an average 35 days' training.
•

The incidence of trauma injuries (sprains,
bashed knees, cuts and gouges) among elite
orienteers is about one per year, very much
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higher than the incidence among road runners.
Trauma injuries cause the loss of an average
seven days' training.
• Orienteers also suffer from an average two
infections per year, losing 20 days' training
per year to illness.
Overall, the average elite orienteer loses 70 days
training per year to injury or illness.
Marked increases in training load almost always
precede overuse injury or infection. So if you want
to increase your training level, do so very, very
gradually.
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caused micro-tears, and if lactic acid stays in the
muscle for a long time, it will cause further microtears. This causes the muscle to tighten up. If you
continue tearing the muscle, the body will
eventually repair the tears with scar tissue.
Scar tissue in your muscle hampers smooth
movement of the muscle fibres. It will cause friction
and thus over-heating of the fibres. Overheated
muscle becomes weak and is likely to snap.
Scar tissue is very strong but not able to stretch.
The remaining muscle tissue has to stretch more to
compensate for this.

Training or racing with micro-tears at a high or hard
ABRIDGED FROM THE SCANDINAVIANlevel causes more tears or makes small tears
JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE & SCIENCEbigger, eventually tearing so much that it will stop
you using this muscle.

ORIENTEERS and the
SPORTS MASSEUR
No doubt you will have seen an athlete at an event
lying on a table being massaged. You must have
wondered if you were missing out on something
special!
To understand the need for massage, you first
must understand what happens during and after
your exercise.

Warm-ups
You do a warm-up before the event or training, to
wake up your system from rest to activity. Your
heart beats faster, and your muscles literally
become warmed up.
If you were to leave the warming-up out of your
preparation, very quickly muscle fatigue can cause
cramping and muscle tears, and the potential for
injury.
During your race or training, circulation can cope
with the oxygen supply, which keeps the lactic acid
production at a low level. But you will experience
muscle fatigue as lactic acid accumulates during a
hard workout The muscles do not want to go any
further.

Warm-downs
After your race, you need to clean this waste
matter out of your muscles by warming down. A
comfortable jog or bicycle ride will achieve this.
The stress you have put on your muscles has

To avoid injury you should warm up and stretch
before exercise, and also warm down and stretch
after exercise.

What the sports masseur can do
To consider racing fast and long, you will have to
clean the waste products from muscles, and have
them feeling loose and flexible before the start
A masseur can do this for you, recognising any
tight muscle tissue you may have and making it
flexible.
If there are any waste products present, the
masseur can get rid of this matter by milking' the
muscle.
A massage by a professional masseur can help to
weave existing scar tissue into a neat pattern, so it
will become less obstructive.
If there are any problems, the masseur will discuss
the best way to correct them; maybe discussing
strengthening exercises, or taping as a
preventative measure until strength has returned.

Prevention
A common cause of injury is the imbalance of
muscle-groups; such as left side compared to right
side, or opposing muscles, such as quadriceps and
hamstrings.
An experienced masseur will often detect
imbalanced muscles, injured areas or injury-prone
tissue before the athlete has any idea this is going
on.
In a situation like a multi-race or multi-day event it
is a very good idea to have a massage in between
the events, to give you a clean start for the next
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event. (This has my unreserved agreement, I've
tried it and it works -MR)
Use massage as a preventative measure. It may
keep your season free of overuse injuries.
Massage minimises the chances of tissue damage
through intense use, by preventing the tissue the
chance to scar and tighten up.
Every orienteer should take a niggle to a
professional, because niggles become injuries.

When to massage
All athletes can benefit from regular check-ups with
a qualified sports masseur, but they become most
valuable during periods of intense training or
racing.
A typical programme for an elite would be a
massage session every week during the build-up at
the beginning of the season; none during lowimpact endurance training; and weekly massages
during intense speed training, hill work or
competition.
You can regard a massage as equivalent to one
rest day when planning training immediately before
a major event! Book it for the day after the hardest
session of the week.
Typically, a 30 minute massage session will cover
legs or back; 60 minutes will cover the entire body.
45 minutes is a typical compromise.

Who should massage
Watch out for unqualified masseurs. Massage of
strained muscle can do more harm than good;
generally speaking, if it hurts, stop it If you come
away from a massage with more pain or with
bruises, don't do it again!
A gentle amateur massage from a friend is,
however, a great deal better than nothing. Nightly
massage during a multi-day event will loosen tight
muscles and set them up for the next day, and
ensure that you can still climb the stairs at work
next week!

Be smart and prevent Injury!
JOS POLS [M40A, COC], 576 2260
Jos charges $25 for 30 minutes; $35 for 45
minutes; and $42 for 60 minutes. He counts
among his regulars several members of the
National Squad.
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LESSONS ABOUT
WATER...
Here are some lessons learned from research
about exertion in hot weather. The important issue
is water intake, vital for dissipating the 15 to 20
times more heat your body produces during
exercise than at rest! Dehydration to the point of
preventing you from sweating is seriously bad for
you, so always drink during hot, strenuous
exercise.

Drinking cold water cools only slightly
more than warm water
The important point is to make sure that you
consume enough fluid, not the temperature of the
fluid. Any fluid at any temperature is better than no
fluid at all. (Cold water can make you feel a little
more bloated at first.)

Practice drinking during training
Your training should simulate race conditions.
Many athletes train with inadequate fluids, then
experience problems during competition - a
needless mistake.

Pouring water over yourself will not cool
you
It feels great on a hot day, but wetting your head
and body does not lower your core temperature
significantly. Drink as well; it's the internal fluids
that make the difference.

Drinking before the event is not enough
Drinking before the event is not as effective as
drinking during the event, and no-one knows why.
Optimally, you should drink as much as you can
handle beforehand, and remember to drink during
the event as well. Work out how much you need to
drink by weighing yourself before and after!

Fizzy drinks are just as good...
The old theory was that CO2 had a deleterious
effect on performance or stomach comfort, but it
just ain't so. Drink fizzy stuff if you want, but
remember that you need to drink a lot, and
sweetened fizzy drinks may prove unpalatable in
volume.
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... but Cola is not as good
Because Cola usually contains caffeine, which is a
diuretic, which makes you pee, which makes you
lose water! Tea or coffee would have the same
effect for the same reasons. Plain water is better.
The very best way to replace sweat loss is
electrolyte sports drinks.

Athletes sweat more than unfit people

THE PRIVACY ACT
The new Privacy Act has some implications for
orienteering clubs. We have to make some simple
changes to the way that we operate to stay legal.
The rules applied depend upon when the
information was collected, but it seems wise to
apply all of the rules all of the time.

Here are my interpretations of the rules that matter
to us:
Personal information may only be collected for
lawful and necessary purposes. Check club
enrolment forms to make sure that every item of
Drink during short events too
information is being collected for orienteering
Water can travel from stomach to skin within 10-20 purposes. Information collected when organising
an event should be no more than is necessary for
minutes!
running the event.
ABRIDGED FROM NANCY CLARKE IN Personal information should be stored
"ORIENTEERINGNORTH AMERICA" securely. This rule seems not to be a problem for
orienteering clubs, because most information
collected is usually published.
Information should not be held for longer than
is necessary. Information about an ex-member of
the club should be destroyed after a reasonable
period of time.
It seems reasonable to give those who allow their
membership to cease a period of grace in which to
change their mind and pay their subs. Information
If you are prone to Achilles tendon or calf muscle
about those who have chosen to let their
stiffness or soreness, here's a useful idea, and it
membership cease should be destroyed.
seems to work. It's particularly useful for women
Information obtained for one purpose should
who wear high heels.
Use the time you spend standing in bare feet in not be used for other purposes. If a club wants
front of the mirror each day (shaving, drying hair, to provide an information about members to
another organisation, explicit permission should be
cleaning teeth) to stretch your calves.
obtained. It seems to me that the publication of the
Leave in front of the mirror a book, or a piece of AOA membership list to club members is
wood, or the bathroom scales. While standing reasonable under the last rule. Event coordinators
there each day, stand with your toes and the balls cannot do their job without this list.
of your feet on it
Personal
information
should
be
kept
Keep your heels on the floor and your knees confidential and not disclosed.
Of course
straight, and allow your tendons and muscles to disclosure can be authorised by individuals. If a
stretch naturally for the full time you spend in front club wishes to sell its mailing list to another
of the mirror.
organisation, it should obtain permission from each
You might work up from a 10mm lift to 40mm or individual.
50mm.
JOHN POWELL
STOLEN FROM PETER PLUNKETT-COLE,
It seems that the law does not explicitly allow for
QUEENSLAND OA NEWSLETTER the situation of publishing the AOA address list. I
Because they have trained their bodies to control
core temperature effectively.
Fit people start
sweating sooner, their sweat glands are larger, and
their sweat is less salty, so they can sweat longer.

CONDITIONING CALF
MUSCLES AND
ACHILLES TENDONS

find it immensely valuable.
The Auckland Association enjoys a great deal of
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cooperation among clubs; in contrast, WOA does
not publish a regional address list.
I wish to continue publishing an address list, and
I'm sure that event organisers will wish to print
details of competitors.
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Examples: White's Line, Temu Road.
The forest is clear-felled, almost all useful timber
removed, but some big unmillable chunks remain in
piles near processing areas.
The area is
immediately re-planted with seedlings.

We will have to start including "permission for use The terrain is open, with 100% visibility, but very
of information" on the forms. -MR
difficult underfoot (25-50% runnability). If the small
timber has not been harvested, or if junk has been
bulldozed into uncrossable windrows across your
path, it is practically unusable (10-20% runnability.)

FOREST
RUNNABILITY

The Central OC mapping subcommittee recently
set off to scout a new area north of Velvet Downs,
only to find that the hunting season had started!
Mark, Selwyn, Leon and Mike bottled out, and
instead we set off on a tour of forests around
Helensville, scouting a host of likely-looking areas.
They all proved to be completely unusable!
We also surveyed dozens of Woodhill forest
blocks, and came up with a fairly useful picture of
how Radiata forest changes with age. The pattern
was remarkably consistent, but with a few
variations in runnability, occurring because of
changes in management practices. These factors
only matter during the first 15 years after planting:
•

Small blocks get thinned whenever the forest
people feel like it, rather than at the ideal time.
• Some
blocks
are
grazed,
reducing
undergrowth.
• Some blocks are culled; some are thinned
twice, and some only once; some have
branches trimmed.
• Some blocks are "vacuumed" clean or poles
are harvested after felling or thinning.
• Some blocks are on new areas, most are
replantings on top of felling debris or windrows.
• Undergrowth differs according to altitude (and
distance from the sea and farmland?)
• Some blocks are not Radiata Pine.
Radiata Pine seems to be managed on a 26 year
cycle, which follows this general pattern:

There is some danger of trampling seedlings in the
first year.
The terrain improves as the junk rots down; it
seems to take about 3 years for smaller branches,
5 years for larger branches.

Years 3-6: Young plantation.
Planted 1988-92; forest, slow run; light green.
Example: the young pines alongside Inland Road
on the Temu Road map a few years ago.
The saplings grow above head height, most
branches underfoot have rotted down, leaving only
big branches or windrows. An initial Culling of
trees which are deformed, too small or too close
together is sometimes done.
(Daylight reaching the ground has encouraged the
growth of weeds and natives. These can be
enough to make the terrain less runnable: walk,
medium green. Grazing makes a big difference,
and can improve the forest to 80% runnability.)
Visibility is just a few metres, but because the trees
have not grown very wide, runnability is good (6080%), so long as the felling debris, gorse or culled
trees do not get in the way (40-70%). You often
can't see where you are putting your feet, because
the trees are still very low.
The IOF mapping symbols have no way of noting
"low visibility, slow run". It presumably doesn't
happen in Scandinavia.
So the mapper
compromises on light green, and trusts the setter
not to put controls in the area, except on very
obvious features.

Years 4-9 Very thick young forest

Planted 1986-90; forest, walk; medium green.
Example: the young pines alongside Inland Road
on the Temu Road map.
Planted 1992-94; rough open, good visibility, slow The young trees grow wider and taller (up to 7 or 8
run/walk; dotted yellow/white, with narrow/broad metres).
green stripes.

Years 1-3: Recently felled; very young
plantation
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Visibility is now zero, making the area practically
impossible to navigate through, and runnability is
reduced to a walk. There is very little junk
underfoot, except in areas where weeds have
come through, but the low visibility means you can't
avoid any hazards.
With no way to represent on the map "zero
visibility, walk" the mapper would toss up between
medium and dark green.
Setters should NEVER place controls in this
terrain, in which even an experienced orienteer
gets lost in seconds. Even huge knolls are
completely invisible, and the broken terrain from
felling of the previous harvest means that you can't
see the lie of the land underfoot.
(Some blocks have an initial thinning or culling at
this stage, with 15-30% of the trees chopped down
and left as waste, leaving the forest a jungle for
three years. Because the junk is not trunks or
large branches, it rots reasonably quickly. Visibility
improves to excellent if it is thinned, but runnability
is badly impaired.)

no difference during this phase. However, grazing
can cause this phase to start earlier.
This is prime orienteering forest, up until the day it
is felled.
In the last year or so, roads are widened and log
landings cut, effectively degrading the map, but
until then, the forest is practically untouched.
A very few blocks survive beyond 27 years old.
MARK ROBERTS

CROSS-O
I told you that the crossword would make you
cross. Here is the solution to June's Cross-O:
1

1
2

Years 8-16 Thinned jungle
Planted 1979-87; forest, slow run/walk, good
visibility; white with narrow/broad green stripes.
Example: Thinned area on Muriwai.
The trees are heavily thinned; about a third are
felled. If this is the only thinning, more than half
are felled. Sometimes these small logs are
extracted and milled for fence poles; otherwise
they are left as waste.
Remaining trees have their branches trimmed off to
3 or 4 metres above the ground. Visibility is
excellent, because no low branches remain, so you
may pick your route to avoid the worst junk.
Runnability is severely impaired by the junk, to 1550%, improving to 80% within 3 or 4 years of
thinning, but where thinnings have been harvested
and are therefore lighter, this happens within 2 or 3
years, and to 100% runnability in 4 years or so.
Sometimes cutty grass impairs runnability; grazing
helps.

Years 13-26/28: Superb mature forest
Planted 1966/68-82; forest, run; white.
Examples: All prime Woodhill maps.
Mature trees with high canopies, and no thinnings
or trimmings, which by now have rotted.
Undergrowth of any sort is rare, so grazing makes

3
4
5
6
7

2

C
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C
C
C
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THANKS TO CYNTHIA LANDELS [COC]

NOVEL EVENTS #4
Dag-O
A style of orienteering apparently confined to the
Mediterranean and South America.

Dem-O
All competitors march around the course together,
making a lot of noise and chanting rude slogans
about the quality of the setting at the last Nationals,
the high event fees, and the low level of subsidy
available to them from the NZOF.
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Desperad-O

Drong-O

Carrying a gun is encouraged.

Orienteers are required to visit all controls, but not
to actually clip them, or exit in the right direction. It
is recommended that runners should stand at the
control site for several minutes, while deciding their
route to the next control. They should engage
other runners in extended conversations, leave all
gates open and consider it their responsibility to
earth all electric fences.

Diabl-O
All control numbers are 666. This makes life much
more difficult even though it looks quite easy. The
organisers offer selected competitors a way to get
round the course quickly and reliably without
getting tired, dirty or lost, but you can guess how
effective that is.

Digerido-O

Du-O
Three-legged orienteering. Say no more!

An Aussie speciality involving odd booming and
thrumming noises best not described in detail to
Kiwis of a delicate disposition.

MR

PUZZLE-O

Diminuend-O
As opposed to Crescend-O (ibid), this orienteering
event is run progressively more slowly, and the
legs get longer and longer and tougher and
tougher and greener and greener.

Dild-O
Figure this one out for yourself!

Ding-O
An Australian variant of orienteering, involving
wearing and progressively discarding baby clothes.

Disc-O
Runners are required to wear lycra, chest hair,
medallions and sequins. They maintain a strict
rhythm in their running, but stop when the music
from their Walkmen stops. They nominally run with
partners, but in fact run alone, and meet up with
their partners at each control.

Dod-O
This form of orienteering is now extinct and no-one
is quite sure how to do it any more. However it is
generally agreed that it was clumsy and stupid.

Domin-O
You are given a map with all controls on it (just like
a Score event) but you may only visit controls
whose first numbers match the last number of the
previous one (eg 56-67). Double number control
codes score extra (eg 66).

Answer to June puzzle
We know two words that contain the vowels a, e, i,
o, u (and y) in that order
Abstemiously - (of persons, habits, etc.) sparing,
moderate, not self indulgent, especially in food and
drink.
Facetiously - addicted to or marked by pleasantry
or joking.

Him and Her
Each of the terms defined below contains the
letters HIM or HER. The blanks tell you the
number of missing letters. For example, "Female
parent" would be motHER.
_ HER_ _ _
_ HER_ _ _
_ _ _ _HER
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ HER
_ HIM_ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ HER _
_ HIM
_ HIM _
_ HER_
_ _ _ HER

_

_

Curative treatment
Insulated container
Climatic conditions
Patron saint of travellers
Gleam faintly
Physical, mental, or moral
environment
Arbitrary notion; yen
Bell; ring out
Love; appreciate
Dry up
MAY YOUNG
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Minutes
The minute book has still not turned up. Someone
somewhere knows where it is!

Vouchers

Seven nominations have been received for the
three vacant selectors panel positions. Wayne
Aspin is the convenor; voting for the remainder will
be by each club, based upon affiliated
membership. To make your views count, contact
your committee soon. Here are the nominees:
Robyn Davies
PAPO
Jill Dalton
Central
Malcolm Ingham
Wellington
Terry Nuthall
Central
Ann Scott
Southland
Graham Teahan
Red Kiwis
Ted van Geldermalsen
Hutt Valley

Funding from Hillary Commission
NZOF Council is applying for the following funding
for 1994/95, with associated NZOF contributions.
The new Executive Officer position results from the
increasing workload on the NZOF Secretary. A
relatively small proportion of the following money
will have to come from orienteers' pockets:
NZOF
$4,500
$20,000
$7,000

Marketing
Coaching
Executive Officer
2000 veteran world
cup bid
$2,000
1995 IOF Presidents'
Conference
$1,500

Hillary Comm
$10,000
$30,000
$20,000
$7000

Some of the orienteering event vouchers handed
out at the Gib Woodhill Forest Run have started to
turn up; looks like it was a good idea!

OY certificates
We have nearly run out of OY certificates and it
has been suggested that they deserve a re-design.
Does anyone have any ideas?
Let us know by 21st July. Just provide a graphic if
you like, and we can add the words. One idea is to
custom laser print each certificate as required.
Spot colour would be OK but full colour might be
too expensive.
LYN WATSON, AOA SECRETARY, 818 2519

Auckland Championships 1995
The 1995 AOA Championships is to be run by
Central OC on a new map. Two proposals have
been made about the timing of this event; because
planning of next year's calendar has already
begun, we have to choose between them.
Please let your club committee which of these you
prefer, here are the arguments:
After the OY series, at the end of the year. The
proponents of this traditional timing see the
Championships as the culmination of the OY
season.

Just before the National Championships at
Easter.
It is suggested that individual
$1,500
performances in both championships will be
LES WARREN [HOC], NZOF SECRETARY enhanced by events on successive weekends.
This weekend forms part of a season including
Central OC's Woodhill 3 day badge event in
January; Egmont's multiday in late January; and
the multi-day at Anzac Day.

AOA NEWS

40Short grades
Ross Brighouse and Rob Garden have been
looking into the provision of M/W40AShort grades
at AOA OYs this year. It has been decided that
M40+Short grades will be offered on the M60A+
course (4), and W40A+ grades will be offered on
the W50+/W16A course (5).

The combination of prestigious multiday events on
successive weekends (as well as a Summer Series
event on Tuesday) may entice some people from
other parts of the country to take a week off and
attend both events.
JOHN POWELL 624 1513
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locally.
• Enhance technical standards in selection of
terrain, mapping and course-setting.
• Improve coaching of elites and juniors.
• Identify potential top orienteers through a junior
Here is a Bowdlerised version of the OFA
talent identification strategy.
(Orienteering Federation of Australia) development
strategy. It seems entirety appropriate in New • Facilitate opportunities for our orienteers to
compete overseas.
Zealand:
Mission Statement: To enrich the lives of • Enlarge the total participation base.
The development of orienteering will never stop.
Australians through orienteering.
Goals:
FROM"THEAUSTRALIAN ORIENTEER"
• Make everyone aware of orienteering.
• Provide the opportunity for everyone to try
orienteering.
• Provide the opportunity, where possible, for
everyone to participate in orienteering regularly. Last month's chart laying out criteria for designing
• Provide a quality of participation which is courses at different levels will probably have been
misleading to most readers.
among the best in the world.
• Participate in international competition at a high It was intended to describe promotional (park)
events on mild terrain. This implies that only three
standard.
levels of difficulty are possible, and the most
• Support the IOF's international strategies.
difficult (A) courses cannot be set. So the chart
describes
B, C and D (Kiwisport) course only.
Promotion of public awareness

STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT

AAARRRGGGHHH!!

•
•
•
•

Increase the number and status of elite
competitions.
Establish a public identity for top orienteers.
Improve
competitive
performance
at
international level.
Educate the media about orienteering and keep
them informed about developments.

Encourage schools orienteering
•
•
•

Train teachers about orienteering.
Prepare maps they can use.
Provide teaching resources.

Expand opportunities for participation
•
•
•

Conduct special low-key events for local
participants.
Conduct events in a wider range of time-slots.
Help establish orienteering in new areas.

Improve international success
•

Improve opportunities for top-level competition

As Michael Wood, NZOF Coaching Person, so
succinctly put it in a letter to me this month:
"Aaaaaarrrrrggggghhhhh!!
Despite all my work, still A grade orienteers refuse
to listen, refuse to study the consumers of beginner
courses, and refuse to adopt an approach that
ensures beginners can have manageable steps of
difficulty.
WE NEED AT LEAST FOUR LEVELS OF
DIFFICULTY.
Many clubs offer 4 courses at Club events, then
use up two for A grades, leaving only two for the
whole learning curve. It's a huge step from
following man-made handrails to reading contours,
so the setter makes the "easy" course a little
harder, and then it's not suitable for the least
capable beginner."
This month we have a revised version of the chart,
which describes four levels of courses on
challenging terrain. It doesn't work for One Tree
Hill or Hayman Park, but it works for Woodhill or
Waiuku.
MR
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COURSE SETTING GUIDELINES #3:
VERY EASY

EASY

LENGTH

1-2km

1.5-3.5km

AIMS

An introduction to basic orienteering
skills, such as map orientation and
reading basic symbols.
There should be no DNFs.

Introduction to skills like route choice,
introduce reading contours, and distance
estimation.
There should be no DNFs.

COMPASS

Anyone should be able to complete
the course without using a compass;
just like using a road map.

A compass should be optional, and only be
used for map orientation and very rough
compass bearings.

LEGS

Use obvious handrails all the way:
Handrails should be the obvious option, but
cutting
comers and crossing easy terrain
fences, roads, tracks, streams. Route
between handrails should often be a better
choice should not be required. Use
route choice.
taped routes in tricky areas.

CONTROL
SITES

Control sites must be obvious, very
Close to or visible from strong handrails or
close to the handrail, actually on the
very obvious attack points. Prominent sites
handrail, or better still on the junction like knolls, poles or trees are more suitable
of two handrails. Assume that the
than pits or depressions. The orienteer will
orienteer does not understand
not be confident in recognising many terrain
contours and cannot recognise terrain features. Devise a challenge, but keep the
features.
runner safe from getting lost.

CONTROLS

Controls should be clearly visible as
the orienteer approaches. Visible
from the previous control is ideal.

Controls should always be obvious, never
hidden behind the feature, and usually on
the approach side.

FUN

Short legs and many controls give
frequent gratification and a feeling of
success.

Learning and applying new skills
successfully gives satisfaction.

HAZARDS

NO HAZARDS. Avoid busy roads,
thick vegetation, difficult fence and
stream crossings, out of bounds,
cliffs.

Minimise hazards. Consider older and
younger runners. Avoid dense vegetation,
gorse, deep or fast-flowing water, mud,
slippery rock, logged areas and steep
terrain.

CONTROL
DESCRIPTIONS

Use simple child's language. Words
like reentrant, spur or depression
would not be understood and are not
desirable control features.

Accurate descriptions using traditional
orienteering jargon. Make sure you
describe the location of the control on the
feature.

FAIRNESS

Fairness is vital.
Luck is never a factor.

Fairness is vital.
Luck is never a factor.
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FOREST EVENTS
MEDIUM

HARD

LENGTH

2-6km

3-10km

AIMS

Moderate navigational challenge; test
understanding of contours, and route
choice and distance estimation skills.
There should be no DNFs.

Maximise navigational challenge; test map
reading, route choice, decision making,
concentration, pace counting and fitness.

COMPASS

A compass should be a useful aid for
rough compass bearings

A compass should be a vital navigational
aid in difficult terrain and on fine compass
bearings.

LEGS

Avoid handrails but provide attack
points. Require the competitor to
think about his navigation and route
choice, and give him opportunities to
make mistakes.

No handrails except on very roundabout
route choices. Few obvious attack points.
Force the orienteer to make decisions and
navigate every step of the way, and try to
make him make mistakes.

CONTROL
SITES

Convenient attack points or catching
features should be near controls. The
most technically demanding route
choice should be the fastest, thereby
rewarding navigation and mapreading
skills.

There should be no obvious route choice,
and preferably no viable track route. Force
the orienteer to make decisions and
navigate cross-country. Navigation should
be required right up to the control site.

CONTROLS

Controls will usually be on the blind
side of the feature or on small
features, requiring navigation right up
to the control. They should be
reasonably obvious and never hidden.

Controls will never be obvious as the
runner approaches, but should never be
actually hidden.

FUN

Navigational challenge gives
satisfaction.

Overcoming difficult navigational problems
under stress provide gratification.

HAZARDS

Don't invite the runner into hazardous
areas; avoid route choices that cross
out of bounds or bad marshes.

Use mapped obstacles as part of the
challenge of route choice. Offer tough
short routes or longer easy routes. The
tough route may be chosen, so it should be
well mapped with no hidden hazards.

CONTROL
DESCRIPTIONS

Accurate descriptions giving feature
size, shape and location on the
feature. Offer both international
symbols and English descriptions.

International standard control descriptions
using symbols only.

FAIRNESS

Fairness is vital.
Luck is never a factor.

Fairness is vital.
Luck is never a factor.
SELWYN PALMER (& MARK ROBERTS)
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controls, often at locations that could influence
route choice. In one event it was possible either to
find no drink stations on one's preferred route, or
spend enough time deviating from the optimum
route for a drink, to lose the ANZ Challenge for
US Championships
one's country in a tight competition.
Both Katie Fettes [NWOC] and Rob Jessop ]COC]
came second in the elite grades of the US The organisers apparently tried to give family
Championships held in Anchorage, Alaska on June members similar start times. While this is a nice
thought, it didn't seem to be of much benefit at
20-23.
APOC, when most people seemed to arrive early
Rob lost 10 minutes on bingo controls in vague and leave late, irrespective of their start times.
terrain after paying insufficient attention to his
compass on day 1; then recorded the fastest time Start times were widely spread, and were not
on day 2. The winner was Mark Adams of Canada. uniformly distributed within each class, which is not
permitted under OFA regulations.
Variable
Katie came second to a visiting Swede. David weather gave some competitors significant
Farquhar [ROC] skipped day 1 because of an advantages over others, whose start times were
injury, but was 3rd on day 2.
separated by several hours. While such an
element
of luck cannot be eliminated, it can be
MARQUITA GELDERMAN
minimised by tight blocking of start times within a
class.
National and Development Squad
The terrain in many of the events came as a shock
Training Camp
to many of the visitors. APOC offered a wide
28th August • 2nd September 1994
variety of terrain which is either not available in
Australia, or is not used."
Venue: Tui Ridge Camp, Rotorua
Cost: $140 covers everything except transport to
FROM"THEAUSTRALIAN ORIENTEER"
get there and back.
Deposit: $50 by 1st August, please, to Bruce Mountain Safety Courses
Henderson, 95A Major Drive, Kelston, Lower Hutt.
Celebrating 25 years of the NZ Mountain Safety
Age groups 17+, with priority for members of the Council, this year's "Go Bush With Us" programme
two Squads.
offers lots of courses which you may find
The usual full range of skills will be covered: interesting. Fees are very reasonable. Here are
Simplification, compass work, traffic lighting, you listed the courses that seem slightly relevant to
name it. There will be both evening and day typical orienteers:
sessions.
July 13
Avalanche Awareness, evening
Maps: Ngamotu, Tui Ridge, Okawa Bay, Waipapa,
16
Avalanche Awareness, day
Mills Block (brand new), Whakaipo Bay.
July 15-17
Outdoor First Aid
Coaches: Michael Wood, Bruce Henderson, Rob
23
Clothing/equipment workshop
Garden & various National Squad members.
29-31
Bushwalking Intro (Bushcraft pt1)
Camp Commandant: Rob Garden, 23 Nixon
Sept 16-18
Outdoor First Aid
Road, RD2, Henderson 412 8879

ETCETERA

Woodhill hunting season
Don't even think about entering Woodhill Forest
between Velvet Downs (Central's northernmost
map) and Uren Road (south of Northwest's
Kaipara Knolls) between now and the end of
August.
APOC from the Aussie point of v i e w
"At most event, drinks were placed between

9-11
23-25
28-30

Bushcraft part 2
Bushcraft part 1
Outdoor First Aid
Bushcraft part 2

Nov 12
18/-20

River travel
Survival Confidence

MOUNTAIN SAFETY AUCKLAND 308 9583
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The AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER
The Auckland Orienteer...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland
Orienteering Association, combining the Central,
Counties-Manukau and NorthWest Orienteering
Clubs. It is edited by Mark Roberts (520 5993) and
distributed by Marquita Gelderman (412 8879).

Next Issue: August 1994
Send your contributions to Box 99612, Newmarket
or 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax to 263 4794.
Feel free to phone me at home on 520 5993,
where you can leave a message on the machine,
or call me at work on 263 4793. Disks please, if
you can; ASCII text with no hard returns, or
Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference.
I will, of course, return your disk.
Deadline for receipt of contributions for the August
issue is Wednesday 20th July.

To my faithful contributors (thanks!)
Please give first names as well as surnames in
results. (And remember to confirm odd spellings.)
There are two spaces, not just one, after a full stop.
Sounds unlikely, but you're just going to have to
believe me, or ask a trained typist (There's only
one space after a comma though.)
When supplying information in tabular form on disk,
please use tabs, never spaces. If that's difficult,
don't bother making it look pretty, just provide lists
of information.

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact
Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879. If you want a
back issue of The Auckland Orienteer
(not
many available) please contact your club
membership person, or Marquita, or me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation
acknowledges the support of the Hillary
Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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... and we have been doing so
for the last 55 years.
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